We propose a novel encoding/transmission scheme called continuous chain (CC) transmission that is able to improve the finite-length performance of a system using spatially-coupled low-density parity-check (SC-LDPC) codes. In CC transmission, instead of transmitting a sequence of independent codewords from a terminated SC-LDPC code chain, we connect multiple chains in a layered format, where encoding, transmission, and decoding are now performed in a continuous fashion. The connections between chains are created at specific points, chosen to improve the finite-length performance of the code structure under iterative decoding. We describe the design of CC schemes for different SC-LDPC code ensembles constructed from protographs: a (J, K)-regular SC-LDPC code chain, a spatially-coupled repeat-accumulate (SC-RA) code, and a spatially-coupled accumulate-repeat-jagged-accumulate (SC-ARJA) code. In all cases, significant performance improvements are reported and, in addition, it is shown that using CC transmission only requires a small increase in decoding complexity and decoding delay with respect to a system employing a single SC-LDPC code chain for transmission.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) block codes, invented by Gallager in the 1960's [1] and later rediscovered in the 1990's [2] , [3] , have attracted a great deal of interest due to their potential for near-capacity performance. However, the iterative decoding techniques generally employed for LDPC decoding are suboptimal compared to optimal maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) decoding, which is prohibitively complex for the typical operational lengths of LDPC codes. In other words, the iterative belief propagation (BP) decoding limits (thresholds) of LDPC block codes are worse than their MAP decoding thresholds [4] .
In contrast, it has been proven that spatially coupled low-density parity-check (SC-LDPC) codes can be designed to achieve channel capacity over general binary-input memoryless outputsymmetric (BMS) channels under iterative BP decoding [5] . The reason for this behavior is the spatial graph coupling that defines the structure of an SC-LDPC code: the Tanner graph of a block code with M variable nodes, referred to as the uncoupled LDPC code graph, is replicated L times to produce a sequence of identical graphs; following this, the neighboring copies are then connected to form a chain by redirecting (spreading) certain edges following a chosen coupling pattern. We say that the resulting "coupled" graph has L positions with M bits each and that it has a so-called "structured irregularity", since parity check nodes located at both ends of the chain are connected to a smaller number of variable nodes than those in the middle [6] . As a result the nodes at the ends of the graph form strong "subcodes" and the resulting reliable information generated there during BP decoding propagates through the chain toward the center in a wavelike fashion [7] . It has been shown that, for sufficiently large L, the BP decoding thresholds of (J, K)-regular SC-LDPC code ensembles coincide with the MAP decoding thresholds of the underlying (J, K)-regular LDPC block code ensemble [6] [7] , which are known to approach channel capacity with increasing graph density.
The finite-length performance in the waterfall region of a class of SC-LDPC code ensembles has been recently analyzed in [8] , [9] , where scaling laws, that relate the finite-length block error probability over the binary erasure channel (BEC) to the length of the code and its other structural parameters, are computed. These results have been extended to SC-LDPC code ensembles generated from protographs in [10] , where it is shown that the structure inherited from the the protograph base matrix improves the finite-length performance. It is well known that protograph-based LDPC codes [11] possess several additional advantages, including smaller decoder memory requirements due to the simplified graph representation, high-speed decoding utilizing the parallel structure of the graph, and the ability to combine low error floors and good thresholds [12] , [13] .
Spatial graph coupling need not be limited to the connection of graphs to form a single chain. In [14] - [18] , more general ensembles were proposed that are constructed by connecting together several individual SC-LDPC code chains. It was demonstrated that, by optimizing the connection points, the lengths of the connected chains, and their densities, ensembles with improved decoding thresholds can be constructed. A particularly interesting example of such a construction is the loop ensemble [14] , [15] . The loop ensemble is constructed by connecting two (J, K)-regular SC-LDPC code chains of length L in the form of a loop. For small to moderate L, the loop ensemble has a significantly better BP threshold than a single component (J, K)-regular SC-LDPC code chain of the same rate, while their thresholds coincide as the chain length becomes large.
From a communication system point of view, there is growing research interest in developing modulation and transmission techniques that take advantage of the improved performance offered by SC-LDPC coding schemes. For instance, in [19] , [20] it is shown that optimized bit-mapping of the SC-LDPC coded bits over modulated QAM symbols can be used to enforce stronger termination conditions in the decoding process. This can be exploited to mitigate the SC-LDPC rate loss, to improve the finite-length performance of the code, or even to improve the BP convergence speed [21] . In this paper, we propose a novel transmission and encoding scheme for SC-LDPC codes that can be regarded as a "systems" approach to enhance finite-length code performance, since our solution affects not only the code design itself, but also the encoding, transmission, and decoding stages.
The method proposed is a novel application of SC-LDPC codes based on connected chains.
In the case of single terminated SC-LDPC code chains, the entire information vector is split into a number of blocks such that each block is encoded into independent codewords corresponding to unconnected consecutive SC-LDPC chains. We propose to link the different chains and create a continuous stream of encoded information whose Tanner graph is represented by an infinite sequence of connected SC-LDPC code chains. We refer to such an encoding/transmission scheme to as continuous chain (CC) transmission. This coding strategy resembles block Markov superposition encoding [22] , first proposed by Cover and El Gamal in [23] for the relay channel.
In particular, we are not connecting chains to form a new block code ensemble, but we are enforcing a dependence between what before corresponded to independent codewords. We show that a careful selection of the connection points between chains can improve the finite-length performance achieved by iterative decoding.
The underlying principle that explains the performance improvement using CC transmission is not described using asymptotic (threshold like) arguments, but rather by analyzing the finitelength scaling behavior of a single SC-LDPC code chain and how it is modified when we connect consecutive chains. Explaining this effect is our aim in the first part of the paper, where we show that the finite-length performance of short and long chains is governed by scaling laws with very different characteristics. For long chains the reliable information generated at the ends of the chain must be propagated towards the center (the wave-like decoding effect [7] ), and it can be shown that the block error rate (BLER) scales approximately linearly with the chain length L [8] . However, for short chains, intermediate positions directly benefit from the reliable information generated at the ends, and there is no propagation effect. We show that this results in an improvement of the finite-length scaling behavior of the code. For instance, we include simulation results that verify that the BLER of a (3, 6)-regular SC-LDPC code chain with L = 100 is roughly twice the BLER of the same chain with L = 50. However, the BLER achieved by the same code chain with L = 25 outperforms the L = 50 case by more than one order of magnitude, and this can only be explained by a more robust finite-length scaling behavior of the code, since, for the three chain lengths considered, the BP thresholds are equal up to the fifth decimal place, * ≈ 0.48815.
In CC transmission, the key idea is to connect consecutive SC-LDPC chains in a way that exploits the two strong subcodes at the ends of each chain to generate reliable information at various points in the graph -effectively breaking each chain into better protected shorter chains, thereby improving the finite-length performance of the system while maintaining the system's coding rate. We show that CC transmission is feasible for encoding, since it only requires some additional memory in the encoding process, and also for decoding, where one can effectively implement a window decoder [6] , [24] , requiring only a different order in the sequence of transmitted bits compared to transmitting unconnected chains. To the best of our knowledge, this is a new concept in the field of SC-LDPC codes. In [25] , we presented preliminary results of the CC transmission technique using unstructured randomly-generated (3, 6)-regular code chains. The present paper extends the construction to general protograph-based ensembles. In particular, we analyze representative protograph-based SC-LDPC code ensembles: a (J, K)-regular SC-LDPC code ensemble, a spatially-coupled repeat-accumulate (SC-RA) code [26] , and a spatially-coupled accumulate-jagged-accumulate (SC-ARJA) code [13] . Simulation results for the BEC and the binary input additive white Gaussian noise (BIAWGN) channel
show that the finite-length performance can be significantly improved with respect to a system transmitting independently encoded SC-LDPC chains. As a by-product, the kind of connected chains structures proposed here for CC transmission can also be used to design SC-LDPC codes with unequal error protection (UEP) constraints [27] , [28] .
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II we review the construction of different protograph-based SC-LDPC code chains and discuss the analysis of their finite-length performance. In Section III we present the CC transmission scheme and focus on the analysis of CC structures to improve the finite-length performance of a system using a (J, K)-regular SC-LDPC code. In Section IV, we present CC structures for the SC-RA and SC-ARJA code ensembles. In Section V the feasibility of CC transmission is analyzed. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks in Section VI, including potential research directions on this topic.
II. FINITE-LENGTH SCALING BEHAVIOR OF A SC-LDPC SINGLE CODE CHAIN
We start by considering a single chain SC-LDPC code ensemble constructed by means of protographs. A protograph [11] , or projected graph, is a Tanner 
A. SC-LDPC protographs
Several families of protograph-based SC-LDPC code ensembles have been proposed in the literature, all with different trade-offs between BP thresholds and minimum distance growth rate properties. As representative members, we consider the following three constructions: (J, K)-regular SC-LDPC codes [6] , SC-ARJA codes [13] , and SC-RA codes [26] . Due to its simplicity and well-understood behavior, we first demonstrate the CC transmission scheme for the (J, K)-regular SC-LDPC code. We selected the SC-ARJA code ensemble due to its near capacityachieving asymptotic performance, and we considered the SC-RA code ensemble since it has been reported to possess robust finite-length scaling behavior [10] . Our main goal in this paper is to illustrate the implementation of the CC transmission technique for different SC-LDPC code ensembles and demonstrate the resulting gains in finite-length performance that can be achieved.
As such, the results and designs presented should be regarded as a proof-of-concept of the CC technique.
The protograph of a (J, K)-regular SC-LDPC code can be constructed by coupling L (J, K)-regular block code protographs together, where J is the variable node degree, K is the check node degree, and L is referred to as the chain length [6] . to the uncoupled (3, 6)-regular LDPC block code, which has code rate R = 1/2. Since the protograph in Fig. 1 contains 2L variable nodes and L + 2 check nodes, the
In Fig. 2 we show the protograph of an uncoupled RA code, which contains one degreetwo variable node (the accumulator node) and a degree-q variable node (the repetition node).
Note that q = 6 in Fig. 2 . An SC-RA protograph is obtained by coupling L RA protographs by spreading the edges connected to the degree-q variable nodes, as indicated in Fig. 2 . This ensemble is denoted as C RA (q, L). Following [26] , q − 1 accumulator variable nodes are added to the coupled protograph, thus mitigating the rate-loss incurred and avoiding a degree-one check node at the end. This coupling creates, along with lifting, SC-RA code ensembles with near capacity-achieving properties as q increases. In Fig. 3 , we show the protograph of an uncoupled ARJA code and its spatially-coupled counterpart for L = 4. We denote the coupled code ensemble by C ARJA (L). The dashed variable nodes represent punctured symbols, i.e., associated bits that are not transmitted. 
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B. Scaling behavior of a SC-LDPC code chain over the BEC
Analysis of the finite-length performance of LDPC codes is typically performed over the BEC [29] . For the BEC, we consider an equivalent formulation to BP decoding called peeling decoding (PD). We start the PD algorithm by removing all the variable nodes and edges associated with non-erased symbols, plus any disconnected check nodes from the graph. At each iteration, PD looks for a degree-one check node, which is removed along with the variable node it is connected to. In [30] , it was shown that if we apply PD to an LDPC code graph, the sequence of graphs produced at consecutive decoding iterations follows a typical path or expected evolution. In the finite-length regime, the variance around the graph expected evolution was first derived in [29] for (J, K)-regular and Poisson-type LDPC code ensembles. Let r 1 ( ) be the process that represents the evolution along decoding of the fraction of degree-one check nodes in the graph at iteration , andr 1 ( ) and δ 1 ( ) its mean and variance, respectively. An accurate estimate of the PD block error probability is obtained by computing the cumulated probability that r 1 ( ) ≤ 0 at those points wherer 1 ( ) presents a local minimum [29] . These points in time are called critical points. The resulting estimate to the PD block error probability is called the scaling law for the LDPC code ensemble, since it relates the block error probability to both the channel erasure rate and the fundamental quantities of the ensemble (degree distribution and BP threshold).
Following a similar procedure, scaling laws for SC-LDPC code ensembles have been recently derived in [8] for unstructured randomly-constructed SC-LDPC code chains and in [10] for protograph-based SC-LDPC code chains. To describe the phenomena that explains the gain in performance obtained using CC transmission schemes, it is important to review some basic aspects regarding the scaling behavior of SC-LDPC code chains. To this end, it suffices to analyzer 1 ( ), i.e., the expected evolution of the fraction of degree-one check nodes in the graph. We refer to [10] for a detailed description of the computation of the functionr 1 ( ) for an arbitrary SC-LDPC protograph.
The SC-LDPC code block length is n = v unc LN + aN , where v unc is the number of variables in the uncoupled protograph, a = 0 for the ensembles
for the C RA (q, L) ensemble. Define the normalized decoding time τ = vuncN . Since the average number of erased bits, and hence the average number of iterations, is n , if follows that
In Fig. 4 , we plot the functionr 1 (τ ) for the ensembles C(3, 6, 50) (solid line) and C (3, 6, 25) (dashed line) and = 0.45. Note thatr 1 (τ ) for L = 50 does not display a single critical point, but rather a critical phase in whichr 1 (τ ) remains constant; denote this value byr 1 (τ * ). During the critical phase, reliable information generated at the boundary positions propagates at constant speed through the chain to the middle positions, and the decoder might fail at any intermediate point with uniform probability [7] , [20] . In [8] , it is shown that the block error probability during the critical phase can be estimated as follows:
where
is the temporal length of the critical phase, where τ
• depends on the particular SC-LDPC ensemble;
• * is the BP decoding threshold;
, where δ 1 (τ * ) is the variance of the r 1 (τ ) process during the critical phase;
• Φ(z) is the c.d.f. of the standard Gaussian distribution, N (0, 1); and
• θ is a parameter related to the exponential decay of the covariance of r 1 (τ ) with time, i.e.,
The scaling parameters α and θ depend on the degree distribution and coupling pattern of the SC-LDPC code ensemble, but they are independent of the chain length L. (The actual computation of the different parameters in (2) is not relevant here, see [8] for further details.) An important result that can be derived from (2) is that, for large N ( * − ),
and hence in the low error rate regime the SC-LDPC code BLER scales roughly linearly with the chain length L. This result is expected due to the convolutional structure of the code.
The scaling behavior model in (2) is only valid as long as the decoding process is governed by the wave-like propagation of reliability. After magnification, we observe in found only at the ends of the graph; however, for small chain lengths L, as soon as the variable nodes connected to the low-degree check nodes at the ends are successfully decoded, a large fraction of degree-one check nodes is created along the entire chain and decoding succeeds with very high probability. In other words, there is no decoding wave traveling along the chain. In this case, the variable nodes at the central positions in the chain directly benefit from the effect of the two stronger subcodes at both ends, and this increases the robustness of the decoding process beyond what is predicted by (2) . In this case, in [9] , [25] it was shown that the scaling law that explains the relation between block error probability and the parameters of the code is given by
where Q (·) is the complementary error function of Gaussian statistics. Note that, for fixed α, directly on the chain length L. we should observe a linear degradation of the block error rate as we increase the chain length L.
In Fig. 5 we represent the simulated block error rates for these three ensembles using solid lines.
With dashed lines, we represent the BLER computed for L = 50 and L = 100, multiplied by a factor of 1/2, which gives the estimated performance of the ensembles C(3, 6, 25) and C(3, 6, 50), 2 The values computed for α in both scenarios are not equal, but minor differences were observed in [9] .
respectively, according to (3) . Note that, while the estimated performance for the L = 50 case is reasonably accurate, in the L = 25 case the simulated BLER is substantially better than the one predicted using ( 
III. CONTINUOUS-CHAIN TRANSMISSION FOR (J, K)-REGULAR SC-LDPC CODE CHAINS.
Code rate is typically a fixed constraint in many communication systems, and thus the use of short (lower rate) SC-LDPC code chains that exhibit more favorable finite-length properties may not be a viable option. Thus, L is chosen large enough to mitigate the rate loss due to the termination. As an alternative, we present a novel transmission scheme, referred to as continuous chain (CC) transmission of SC-LDPC codes, that improves the finite-length performance of a system using a long SC-LDPC code chain with minimal rate loss, i.e., a system where the finitelength performance would normally be predicted via the scaling law in (2) . CC transmission can be regarded as a systems-oriented solution in the sense that its deployment requires changes in both the encoding, transmission, and decoding stages. In this section, we present the fundamentals of CC transmission and illustrate it for a system using a C(J, K, L) code chain. In Section IV, we extend the discussion to the C RA (q, L) and C ARJA (L) code chains.
A. The CC structure and protograph
We start by considering the encoding and transmission of codewords using a single C(3, 6, L)
code chain as an example. The information stream is divided into blocks of nR(L) bits, where the code rate R(L) is given in Table I . These blocks are then independently encoded, transmitted, and decoded at the receiver. In the following, by transmitting independent code chains we mean the transmission of independent codewords that belong to a particular member of the C(3, 6, L) code chain ensemble. The main idea behind CC transmission is that the finite-length performance of a system transmitting independent (long) code chains can be improved if we create a dependency between these chains, where data is encoded in a continuous fashion using a convolutional-like structure based on connected SC-LDPC code chains. This structure is hereafter referred to as the CC structure. We connect the different chains in Fig. 7 in such a way that creates some variable nodes with degree greater than 3, which results in robust regions of better protection in the middle of each chain that can be decoded with much higher probability than the remaining positions. In this way, once the robust regions are decoded, each of the remaining and still undecoded chain segments are short enough to present a finite-length scaling behavior determined by a single critical point, which improves the overall finite-length performance.
This is precisely the effect achieved by the CC structure illustrated in Fig. 8 , in which we say there is a single C(3, 6, L) chain per layer. Each chain, which in Fig. 7 corresponds to an independent codeword, is now jointly encoded with the chain in the layer above and with the chain in the layer below. Layers of the CC structure are labeled from 1 to T , and the layer j chain is simply referred to as chain j, j = 1, 2, . . . , T . The chains are connected such that the low-degree check nodes at both ends of chain j in respectively, so that they have degree 4. Similarly, the variable nodes at positions L/2 + 1 and L/2 + 2 are connected with two extra edges to the check nodes in the layer below, and hence they have degree 5.
Note that creating the CC structure does not change the code rate; rather, we simply exploit the termination rate loss in a different manner. It is important to emphasize that the CC structure in Fig. 8 does not represent a SC-LDPC code ensemble with blocklength T times larger than the C(3, 6, L) blocklength, but it does contain exactly the same number of coded bits as T consecutive C(3, 6, L) codewords. Our goal is to demonstrate that the finite-length performance measured per chain layer in Fig. 8 is significantly better than the performance per codeword in Fig. 7 .
The parity-check matrix of a code associated with the CC structure in Fig. 8 can be generated by applying the lifting procedure to the CC protograph, which is obtained by connecting T copies of the C(3, 6, L) protograph in Fig. 1 
B. Asymptotic analysis
Based on the CC protograph, we analyze the asymptotic (N → ∞) performance of the CC structure by computing the expected evolution of the fraction of degree-one check nodes in the graph under PD [10] . The first step in the CC design process is to quantify the robustness of the region created in the middle of each chain, where variable nodes have higher degrees. Recall that our goal is to ensure that this region is decoded with very high probability, compared to the decoding threshold of the whole structure. Consider the region between positions L/2 and In addition, we define the CC threshold * CC as the maximum value such that all variable nodes in chains 1 to T − 1 are successfully decoded. Table II (4), so we benefit from the much better finite-length scaling properties of these shorter segments.
To illustrate, in Fig. 10 we plot the expected graph evolution for = 0.45 of the normalized number of degree-one check nodes in each chainr 1 (j, τ ), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, as a function of the normalized number of variable nodes per chainv(j, τ ) for a CC structure with T = 4 layers based on C(3, 6, L) chains with L = 50. As we observe from the magnification in the upper 3 The evaluation of the expected graph evolution requires the numerical integration of a very large system of differential equations, and this must be repeated for each value, thus becoming a cumbersome and time-consuming task. As a consequence, we adopt the following criterion to numerically estimate the different thresholds: a position in an SC-LDPC code chain is considered decoded if the fraction of variable nodes undecoded is below δ = 10 −3 . left corner, in contrast to chain 4, the finite-length performance of chains 1 to 3 is determined by a single critical point, suggesting that the finite-length performance of chains 1 to 3 will be significantly improved compared to chain 4.
When the rate constraints are even stricter and, as a consequence, we must use even longer chains, e.g., L = 100, the CC structure in Fig. 8 might not be able to provide the same gain per layer as for a shorter chain, e.g., L = 50. A possible alternative is to break each chain of length L = 100 into three shorter segments by creating two intermediate regions with stronger protection. We illustrate this construction in Fig. 11 for the case T = 2. Following this approach, note that if we add another layer to the CC structure, we will need four chains to improve the performance of the chains in layers 1 and 2. For an arbitrary number T of layers, the ratio of the number of strongly protected chains to the total number of chains is Fig. 11 . Graphical representation of a two-layer CC transmission scheme where each C(3, 6, L) chain is connected to two chains in the layer below.
which tends to 1/2 with increasing T . This implies that, when using CC transmission, half of the chains will enjoy better performance with no significant increase in encoding/decoding complexity, as we explain in Section V.
We remark here that many variations on the CC structure are possible. In fact, alternative structures could be proposed where the main design goal is to provide unequal error protection for different chains. For instance, we could use the CC structure in Figs. 8 and 11 with only two layers, T = 2, to provide additional protection to half of the chains in the first case or to one-third of the chains in the second case.
C. Computer simulation results
The above conclusions are corroborated by computer simulation. Since we focus on intermediate chain length values L, the performance gains achieved by CC transmission can be illustrated in terms of either BLER or bit error rate (BER) figures. In Fig. 12 we show the BER per chain for the C(3, 6, L) CC structure in Fig. 8 with T = 3, L = 50 and different lifting factors N .
We also include the BER measured for a single C(3, 6, L) code chain. As predicted, we obtain a significant gain in performance in chains 1 and 2, of almost one order of magnitude, even for large codes with 4000 bits per position. Note that there is no degradation in the performance of chain 2 with respect to chain 1, even though chain 2 does not have low-degree check nodes at each end. This is critical to the success of the CC transmission approach for an arbitrary number of layers, and this behavior has further been confirmed by simulation for ensembles with a larger number of layers. Also, we note that there is no performance degradation in chain 3 with respect to a single C(3, 6, L) code chain. This demonstrates the UEP property of CC transmission.
We want to emphasize that, even though the finite-length analysis of the different constructions was restricted to the BEC, our design and conclusions extend to other channels as well. In Fig.   13 , we show BLER results for the CC structure depicted in Fig. 8 with parameters T = 2 and L = 50 used for transmission over the BIAWGN channel. For reference, we also include BLER results for the single chain ensemble C(3, 6, 50). We again observe that the performance of chain 1 is substantially improved with respect to chain 2, which in turn has the same performance as the single chain of the same length and rate.
IV. CC TRANSMISSION FOR SC-RA AND SC-ARJA CODE CHAINS
In this section, we describe the implementation of CC transmission for the C RA (q, L) and C ARJA (L) ensembles. As described previously, a careful design of the connection points between consecutive chains is crucial for CC transmission, since we need such points to be characterized by region thresholds above the threshold of the whole CC structure.
A. Creating robust connection points
For the C RA (q, L) and C ARJA (L) ensembles, both of which contain check nodes of high degree, we have found that to create a region threshold sufficiently above the iterative decoding threshold of each code chain, we must greatly increase the degree of the variable nodes while maintaining the check node degree distribution. This complicates the design of the connection points, since typically a single code chain per layer will not be able to provide the necessary number of additional edges to create a robust connection in the middle of the code chain in the above layer.
For instance, consider the C RA (6, L) protograph shown in Fig. 2 . There are 30 edges that can be connected to the check nodes at the boundary positions without creating a check node of degree higher than 8. By following a CC structure similar to that in Fig. 8 , we can use these additional 30 edges to increase the degree of the repetition variable nodes from 6 to 12 in five consecutive positions in each chain. This results in a region threshold is * L/2 , L/2 +4 = 0.463, which however is worse than the BP threshold of the C RA (6, L) chain, * = 0.4934.
A possible method to overcome this problem is to use more than one chain per layer, as illustrated in Fig. 14 for T = 2, which uses two chains per layer to protect one chain in the layer above. Two C RA (6, L) code chains per layer can provide up to 60 additional edges.
If we increase the degrees of the repetition variable nodes from 6 to 18 in five consecutive positions (maintaining the degree 2 accumulator variable nodes), we compute a region threshold * L/2 , L/2 +4 = 0.493, again not quite matching the C RA (6, L) threshold. Following this approach, a third chain per layer would be necessary to further improve the region threshold above this value. As previously discussed, however, two chains per layer reduces the ratio of the number of strongly protected chains to the total number of chains, which for the CC structure in Fig. 14 tends to ν = 1/2 as T increases. If a third chain per layer is used, this would reduce the ratio to ν = 1/3 as T increases.
Alternatively, a different approach is to design the CC structure using a modified C RA (6, L) code chain with a slightly larger rate loss and, consequently, a code chain that possesses stronger end terminations. An example is shown for the C RA (6, L) ensemble in Fig. 15 , where we show the protograph of a CC structure with T = 3 layers and a single chain per layer. All chains have length L = 7, but the chains in the second and third layers, and in any possible lower layers, have slightly lower rate than the C RA (6, L) code chain. Note that the accumulator variable nodes in two consecutive positions at both ends have been removed and that the corresponding edges are reconnected to repetition variable nodes in the above chain. In this CC structure, robust regions in the middle of each chain are created using only 8 edges from the chain in the layer below, resulting in a region threshold * L/2 , L/2 +3 = 0.498, larger than the threshold * of the modified C RA (6, L) ensemble, which is roughly equal to that of the C RA (6, L) ensemble, i.e., * ≈ 0.4934. obtain the necessary additional edges or by slightly decreasing the rate of the code chain. Indeed, for the C ARJA (L) code ensemble, a moderate increase in the rate loss is less of a factor since it possesses the smallest rate loss compared to the other SC-LDPC code ensembles considered (see Table I ). In Fig. 16 , we show the CC protograph for T = 2 layers with a modified lower-rate C ARJA (L) code chain in each layer. In the figure, to improve readability, variable nodes with the same letter represent the same variable node, whose degree is the sum of the individual degrees.
For example, node a has degree 12, node b has degree 9, and node c has degree 6. Recall also that dashed variable nodes indicate punctured symbols.
B. Computer simulation results
Once we have created robust regions in the intermediate positions of each chain, the phenomenon that explains the CC gain in performance occurs as described in Section III. Fig. 17 shows the simulated BER performance for a CC structure with T = 3 layers based on the property of the CC structure). Similar conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 18 , which corresponds to a CC structure with T = 3 layers based on a modified C ARJA (L) code chain with L = 50, where connections are placed according to Fig. 16 .
V. FEASIBILITY OF CC TRANSMISSION
Without loss of generality, in this section we consider CC transmission using the CC structure based on C(3, 6, L) code chains in Fig. 8 to show that, compared to transmission of independent chain codewords, CC transmission using connected SC-LDPC code chains only requires some additional memory in the encoding stage and a different transmission order for the encoded bits.
1) Encoding:
For a given code belonging to the C(3, 6, L) ensemble, the encoding process can be implemented sequentially using the syndrome former encoder proposed in [31] . Let u 
can be obtained directly from u
, v
can be computed given v (1) and u (2) , and then, for i = 3, 4, . . . , L, we can compute v . Using the syndrome former encoder, the process of encoding N consecutive layers of the CC structure in Fig. 8 is essentially equivalent in complexity to encoding N consecutive but independent codewords of the single chain ensemble. The only difference is that, after the first chain in Fig. 8 has been encoded, the encoding of the first sub-block in the -th chain, v
, j = 2, 3, . . . , T , where the subscript j refers to the layer of the CC structure. Similarly, to compute the last encoded sub-block in the j-th chain, v
. Therefore, compared to encoding N independent chain codewords, we need only some additional memory to store the encoded sub-blocks v
, and v ( L/2+3 ) j that are necessary to encode the chain at layer j + 1. Note that this additional memory can be reused once each chain is encoded.
2) Window decoding and transmission order: Efficient decoding of long SC-LDPC code chains with low decoding delay is based on windowed BP decoding [6] , [24] . In a nutshell, decoding is restricted to a window of W positions that 'slides' over the graph, exploiting the convolutional structure of the SC-LDPC code parity check matrix: as bits in the left most positions of the window are decoded, the window is shifted right and new bits are included in the decoding window (see [6] and [24] for further details). For sufficiently large W , e.g., a window of length W = 10 positions for the standard C(3, 6, L) SC-LDPC code chain described in Section II, the performance is indistinguishable from a standard BP decoder, while the delay is much less, since decoding can be initiated before receiving the entire codeword.
The same decoding principle can be simply adapted to perform efficient decoding of CC transmission of SC-LDPC codes. For example, for the CC structure in Fig. 8 , the window decoder can be initiated at the first position of chain 1. The window will shift until it reaches the middle positions of the chain, whose bits are better protected since they are also connected to check nodes at the boundary positions of chain 2. Therefore, to efficiently continue window decoding of chain 1, channel information from the variable nodes at positions 1, 2, and L of chain 2 must be available. Note that we need this information even before receiving channel information from the variable nodes at the remaining positions of chain 1. Once chain 1 has been decoded, window decoding of chain 2 can be started using the information already available at the variable node positions at its boundaries.
Therefore implementing efficient window decoding for CC transmission reduces to a change in the order in which the encoded bits are transmitted, so that the receiver can have the necessary information at the appropriate time. Clearly, it is necessary for both the transmitter and the receiver to be aware of the transmission order. Returning to the CC structure in Fig. 8 , for T = 2 layers it would be sufficient to transmit the encoded blocks v 
If we add one layer (T = 3), then we would use the same transmission policy between the boundary positions in chain 3, i.e., v 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have reexamined existing results on the analysis of the finite-length performance of SC-LDPC code chains. An important conclusion is that there exists a significant performance improvement as we consider shorter chains that cannot be explained using asymptotic arguments, since the SC-LDPC code threshold quickly saturates with chain length. For short chains, intermediate positions directly benefit from the low-rate terminations at the ends of the graph and this results in finite-length scaling behavior that resembles the single critical point behavior that we find in uncoupled LDPC block code ensembles.
Based on this result, a novel transmission scheme (CC transmission) designed to boost the performance of a system using long SC-LDPC code chains was introduced. Using a peeling decoder analysis for the BEC, we have shown that, by connecting consecutive SC-LDPC code chains rather than transmitting the codewords corresponding to each one independently, we obtain a significant performance improvement with only a minor change in the order in which coded bits are transmitted and some additional memory requirements at the encoder. The design of the CC structure relies on the creation of robust regions in the middle of each SC-LDPC code chain and, to this end, strategies have been presented for different code ensembles, each with different trade-offs between code rate and the fraction of code chains for which improved performance is achieved. CC transmission is illustrated using several representative protograph-based SC-LDPC code ensembles proposed to date in the literature, and computer simulation results verifying the claimed performance improvements are presented. An interesting open research problem is to combine CC transmission with recently proposed system design approaches that also aim to enhance the use of SC-LDPC codes in modern communication system applications [19] , [20] .
